ADARSH PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS’ ASSIGNMENT 2019-20
CLASS V
INSTRUCTIONS :
1. All the homework should be done in the respective notebooks in beautiful
handwriting.
2. Revise whole syllabus done till now in all subjects and also prepare for the
upcoming assessments.
3. Enhance your linguistic skills by doing ample reading.

ENGLISH
1. Create your own English magazine with decorative cover and appropriate name. You can
include the following articles in your magazine.
Autobiography (Write about your interesting experiences you had in the past,
advertisements on health drinks or vacation destination, poems on father’s day and
cricket, riddles and jokes, self created story based on time machine, picture composition
(classroom scene or beach scene), and collage on winning teams of IPL.
2. Do page no. 10 to 25 in cursive writing book.
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MATHS
7. Write the phone/mobile numbers of any two members of your family. Write the following
numbers according to Indian Place – Value system and International Place – Value System.
Write these numbers in words as well.
8. Learn the tables from 2 to 20 and write them in a creative handmade booklet.
9. Do worksheets numbers 11 to 21 in Mental Maths Book.
10. Do exercise – 3 A (Question – A, B, C and D) and Question A to F of Revision Exercise
given on page – 49.

SCIENCE
11. Write short notes on the following :
Structure of a seed, Germination of seeds, Dispersal of seeds, Vegetative Propagation,
Habitat, Body Coverings, Feeding Habits of Animals, Organs of breathings, organs of
movement, Migrations.
Activity : Write the information on five animals that camouflage or blend with the
environment. Paste or draw pictures related to the same.
DRAWING
12. Draw and colour a beautiful scenery in art book. (as given in the art book. Page No. 28).
13. Make a peacock with ice-cream sticks. (page no. 69).
SOCIAL STUDIES
14. Write the names of five countries through which the following parallels pass. Look up an
atlas for help.
(i) Equator
(ii) Tropic of Cancer
(iii) Tropic of Capricorn (iv) Arctic Circle
15. Make a table of seasons and fill it with the following things. For example - What I eat,
What I wear, Activities I enjoy.
16. Write the names of 5 major political parties along with their party symbols, their leaders
and number of votes they got in Parliament Election 2019.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Note : Do the following questions in Computer Notebook.
17. Make a collage in MS Word and write a short note on the following humanoids. Paste the
coloured printout in your computer notebook.
(a) Jia Jia

(b) Sophia

(c) Atlas

(d) Pepper

18. Define the following terms :
(a) Vacuum Tubes

(b) General – purpose Computer

(c) GUI

(e) Device Management

Have a FunFun-Filled Vacation !

(d) CUI

